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CHIMPANZEE RESEARCH TODAY  NEWSFOCUS

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA—Over the 

past 2 years, the Primate Foundation 

of Arizona has sent the University of 

California, San Diego (UCSD), 51 

of its chimpanzees. UCSD has no 

housing for chimpanzees or any 

other primates on campus. But this 

group did not require special cag-

ing or experienced animal han-

dlers: They were dead.

The meticulously cleaned and pre-

served chimpanzee skeletons, each indi-

vidual kept in a separate acid-free box, is a 

treasure trove for researchers, who can also 

access the medical records and observation 

logs of the animals, as well as stored serum 

samples. And in conjunction with the Salk 

Institute for Biological Studies across the 

street, UCSD is making the collection a cen-

terpiece of its recently launched Center for 

Academic Research and Training in Anthro-

pogeny (CARTA), which is now doing com-

puted tomography scans of the bones and 

plans to make the digitized images available 

on the Internet. “The collection is really 

extraordinary,” says Alyssa Crittenden, a 

postdoc in biological anthropology who is 

helping with the project. “We’re so privi-

leged and thankful to have it.”

The atmosphere in the former lab room 

that holds the bones is more arty, Day of 

the Dead, than macabre. As part of the digi-

tization project, Crittenden and biological 

anthropology grad student Andrew Froehle 

have spread out individual skeletons on 

tabletops. Froehle is wrapping each bone in 

plastic bubble wrap, which does not show 

up on the MRI and protects the skeletons 

during the scans. The walls feature photos 

of a few of the chimps now on the tables or 

inside the stacks of yellow boxes, as well as 

old chimp-centric poster art, all gifts from 

Primate Foundation of Arizona Director 

Jo Fritz, who once bred the animals for the 

U.S. National Institutes of Health (they died 

from natural causes) but is closing up shop 

because funding ran out.

UCSD evolutionary biologist Pascal 

Gagneux, the associate director of CARTA, 

holds up the skull of a 2-month-old chim-

panzee and points to the nearly fused sutures 

that separate its plates. “If you have to do 

an autopsy on a neonate chimp, you need 

a hacksaw,” says Gagneux, who previously 

studied wild chimps in the Taï National Park 

in Côte d’Ivoire and now does lab studies 

of chimpanzee reproduction. “On a human 

neonate skull, you can just peel it open.” The 

earlier fusion of the chimp skull refl ects an 

important biological difference between us 

and them: Our brains are less developed at 

birth and complete their growth much later, 

which means human children have a longer 

period of time in which to wire their brains, 

possibly explaining why we have such unusu-

ally sophisticated social skills.

It’s questions like these that CARTA 

hopes to bring into sharper focus. Spear-

headed by UCSD glycobiologist and evo-

lutionary biologist Ajit Varki, UCSD 

anthropologist Margaret Schoeninger, and 

Salk neurogeneticist Fred Gage, CARTA 

evolved from a project that since 1998 has 

gathered together the world’s leading chim-

panzee researchers with colleagues from 

diverse disciplines who study human ori-

gins (the meaning of “anthropogeny”). 

These CARTA “members,” who hold public 

talks when they come to town for sympo-

sia several times each year, contribute to a 

Museum of Comparative Anthropogeny that 

has the ambitious aim of cataloging every 

difference between humans and other great 

apes; to date, they have compiled more than 

500 entries, fewer than 10% of which are 

anatomical. “CARTA has snowballed into a 

productive and incredibly interdisciplinary 

group of scientists with a shared interest in 

human origins,” says Gagneux. “We’re far 

from reciprocal fl uency in each other’s sci-

entifi c languages, but all sides are making 

admirable efforts at translating.” CARTA 

also offers graduate-level classes and hopes 

to launch a journal, Anthropogeny.

The birth of CARTA, as Varki stresses, 

illustrates that two of the oldest questions 

about humans—where do we come from and 

how did we get here—“have become tracta-

ble issues for scientifi c inquiries.” The fl edg-

ing center also demonstrates that an aca-

demic institution doesn’t need living chim-

panzees to become a locus to advance what 

science knows about them. 

 –JON COHEN
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Grateful dead. Froehle (center), Crittenden, and 
Gagneux (top) were thrilled that CARTA inherited 
bones and will post images like this skull online.

Computed tomography scans of a large collection of skeletons from closely 
monitored captive chimpanzees will soon become part of UCSD’s growing 
“anthropogeny” database
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